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SUMMARY
Vicarious reward, essential to social learning and decisionmaking, is theorized to engage select brain regions
similarly to experienced reward to generate a shared experience. However, it is just as important for neural
systems to also differentiate vicarious from experienced rewards for social interaction. Here, we investigated
the neuronal interaction between the primate anterior cingulate cortex gyrus (ACCg) and the basolateral
amygdala (BLA) when social choices made bymonkeys led to either vicarious or experienced reward. Coher-
ence betweenACCg spikes andBLA local field potential (LFP) selectively increased in gamma frequencies for
vicarious reward, whereas it selectively increased in alpha/beta frequencies for experienced reward. These
respectively enhanced couplings for vicarious and experienced rewards were uniquely observed following
voluntary choices. Moreover, reward outcomes had consistently strong directional influences from ACCg
to BLA. Our findings support a mechanism of vicarious reward where social agency is tagged by interareal
coordination frequency within the same shared pathway.
INTRODUCTION

Altruism and prosociality are powerfully shaped by the knowl-

edge of what other individuals experience.1,2 Vicarious reward,

an indirectly experienced reinforcement derived from an

outcome of another individual,3 contributes essentially to social

learning and decision-making across many social species.4

Vicarious reinforcement is thought to mediate multitudes of so-

cial functions, ranging from shaping early social development3

to enabling empathy5,6 and to ultimately facilitating altruistic

and mutually beneficial social exchanges.7

Vicarious processing and its behavioral effects can be ex-

plained by similar computational algorithms to those used for

experienced reward.8–12 Evidence also supports that observing

a rewarding event for a social partner elicits similar neural re-

sponses to those evoked by one’s own experienced reward in

overlapping cortical and subcortical areas in humans,13–19 non-

human primates,20–22 and rodents.22–24 Of particular relevance,

the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) has emerged as a key node

in processing vicarious outcomes across species.25,26 Single-

unit recordings from ACC gyrus (ACCg) in macaques revealed a

specialized function of ACCg in vicarious reward, compared

with the sulcus of ACC and the orbitofrontal cortex.27 Similarly,
N

neuroimaging in humans revealed that ACC, especially the gyrus

subregion (ACCg), represents another individual’s rewarding

events,25 and its activation level changes as a function of trait-

level empathy.28 Notably, bilateral excitotoxic lesions to the

ventral aspects of ACC, predominantly encompassing ACCg,

were shown to selectively abolish learning from vicariously

rewarding events in macaques.29 Relatedly, in rodents, ACC has

repeatedly been found to mediate vicarious experience.26,30–33

Shared neural representations between vicarious and experi-

enced rewards may facilitate sharing other’s positive or negative

outcomes. At the same time, however, it is just as crucial for the

neural systems involved in vicarious processing to accurately tag

the social agent being directly rewarded to differentiate vicarious

reward from experienced reward and guide social interaction.34

How might neural systems transmit such shared yet dissociated

experience? One possibility is that certain brain regions may

interact in distinct manners to transmit dissociable streams of in-

formation within the core circuit implicated in vicarious

computations.13–15,17–19

The basolateral amygdala (BLA), a subcortical region with

known functions in signaling valuation and saliency in various so-

cial contexts,35–40 is a good candidate that might interact with

ACCg during vicarious reward.22 BLA and ACC are reciprocally
euron 111, 2513–2522, August 16, 2023 ª 2023 Elsevier Inc. 2513
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and densely interconnected, permitting efficient communica-

tions along the cortical and subcortical limbic network.41 Previ-

ous work found that decision values for vicarious and experi-

enced rewards evoke correlated spiking activity in BLA when

monkeys make prosocial choices.35 These two regions were

also found to coordinate neuronal activity for associative

learning42,43 and for expressing a prosocial preference toward

a social partner.38 In observational fear conditioning in mice, in-

teractions between ACC and BLA,30 especially by BLA-projec-

ting ACC neurons,31 were shown to be necessary for observa-

tional fear learning. However, it remains unclear how a

vicariously rewarding experience engages this circuit.

Here, we examined whether and howACCg interacts with BLA

for representing vicarious and experienced rewards as ma-

caques continuously chose to reward either themselves or their

partner in a social reward allocation task, which was thought to

elicit vicarious reinforcement in multiple studies.27,29,35,38,44,45

Our findings show that both vicarious and experienced rewards

engage the same ACCg-BLA pathway, but the frequency

involved in the coordination dissociates vicarious reward from

experienced reward with a predominant directionality from

ACCg to BLA for evaluating reward outcomes.

RESULTS

Monkeys exhibit behavioral correlates of vicarious
reward
To establish behavioral correlates of vicarious reward inmonkeys,

we used the social reward allocation task involving pairs of rhesus

macaques (Macaca mulatta) (an actor and a partner) (Figures 1A

and 1B). This task has been applied to study the behavioral, phar-

macological, single-unit, and brain lesion bases of vicarious

reward inmonkeys.27,29,35,38,44,45On free-choice trials (Figure 1C),

actorsmadeeyemovements to select one of the two targets, each

mapped onto a unique reward outcome. In one context, they

chose between donating a juice reward to a partner (other) and

wasting the reward by disposing it into an empty bottle (bottle).

In the other context, they chose between delivering themselves

the reward (self) and delivering both themselves and the partner

the same amount simultaneously (both). By contrast, on forced-

choice trials (Figure 1C), the same reward outcomes occurred

without the monkeys’ choices. In this task, repeatedly showing a

preference for choosing other over bottle supports vicarious rein-

forcement, as an actor monkey exclusively delivers a juice reward

to the partner without any concurrent reward experience of the

actor (i.e., the actor never directly experiences this reward).

Actors preferred other over bottle (p < 0.0001, Wilcoxon sign

rank) and self over both (p < 0.001) (Figure 1D). These prefer-

ences were stable over time in each session (both p > 0.52, linear

regression). The actors on average completed more self/both tri-

als (99%) than other/bottle trials (87%) (Figure S1A). Notably, ac-

tors completed other/bottle trials when the reward size at stake

was larger (small: 83% ± 2%, medium: 87% ± 2%, and large:

90% ± 2%; F(2,168) = 4.3, p = 0.02, one-way ANOVA). Although

choice reaction times were faster when actors were to be re-

warded than not (Figure S1B), importantly, the high completion

rate in other/bottle trials suggests that the actors weremotivated

to perform these trials even though these trials did not result in
2514 Neuron 111, 2513–2522, August 16, 2023
any juice rewards to them. This choice behavior is consistent

with previous studies of vicarious reward in rhesus macaques

using this paradigm in different laboratories.27,29,35,38,44,45 More-

over, previous behavioral characterizations showed that these

choices are sensitive to dominance and familiarity between

pairs44 and require the presence of a partner monkey.29,44

Importantly, these previous studies have found that social rela-

tionship factors modulate social preferences, rather than alter

the signs of these preferences.

Gaze patterns during the free-viewing period also differed as a

function of choice and gaze target (Figure S1C), and social gaze

probabilities over time indicated that the actors looked at the

partner more after choosing other than after choosing bottle

beginning at 470 ms (mean) following reward onset (Figure 1E).

By contrast, the divergence in looking at the partner for self

and both appeared later at 770 ms following reward onset (Fig-

ure 1E) (difference in divergence timing: p < 0.005, Wilcoxon

rank sum). Together, the gaze behaviors (Figures 1E and S1C)

support that actors were aware of distinct reward outcomes rela-

tive to themselves or the partner.

Using this task, we previously reported that single cells in ACCg

and BLA encode vicarious reward outcomes, experienced reward

outcomes, or both.27,35,38 However, the coordination between

ACCgandBLA for vicarious andexperienced rewards remains un-

known. Here, we recorded neural activity from 438 sites in ACCg

(235 sites for monkey H and 203 sites for monkey K) and 303 sites

in BLA (115 and 188 sites for monkeys H and K)46 (Figure S1D).

These data contained 253 ACCg cells (110 cells and 143 cells for

monkeys H and K, respectively) and 90 BLA cells (21 cells and

69 cells for monkeys H and K, respectively) (Figure S1D). We

then computed spike-field coherence between spikes in ACCg

and local field potential (LFP) in BLA (ACCgspike-BLAfield) and

also between spikes in BLA and LFP in ACCg (BLAspike-AC-

Cgfield),
38,47,48 resulting in 1,768 ACCgspike-BLAfield and 842

BLAspike-ACCgfield pairs. To determine specific coherence associ-

ated with vicarious reward versus experienced reward, we con-

trasted the coherence between other and bottle (other-bottle) for

vicarious reward (hereafter, ‘‘partnernorm reward’’) and between

self and bottle (self-bottle) for reward experienced by the actors

(hereafter, ‘‘actornorm reward’’). Given that our hypothesis-driven

goal was to investigate separable neural representations of vicar-

ious and experienced rewards, we excluded both condition from

our analysis. To test whether coherence was selective to rewards

arising fromchoices orwhether it dependedonly on the outcomes

themselves, we compared the coherence between free-choice

and forced-choice trials. Critically, it is important to ensure that

reward-related coherence results are not confounded by mouth

movement artifacts of the actors. We conservatively addressed

this issueby focusingon the frequency rangeabove10Hzafter de-

tecting and verifying mouth movement artifacts at the lower fre-

quency range (Figure S1E).

Vicarious, but not experienced, reward enhances
gamma band coherence between ACCg spikes and
BLA field
Soon after the onset of reward in free-choice trials, ACCgspike-

BLAfield coherence in a low gamma frequency range (35–51 Hz)

increased for partnernorm reward (other-bottle) but, intriguingly,
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Figure 1. Monkeys show context-dependent social preferences

(A) Experimental setup involving an actor monkey (self), a partner monkey (other), and an operating juice collection bottle (bottle). Across 57 sessions, actors

performed 298 ± 110 (mean ± SD) trials per session (monkey H: 357 ± 121 trials per session, 31 sessions; monkey K: 227 ± 16 trials per session, 26 sessions).

Spiking and local field potential (LFP) activity were collected from ACCg and BLA simultaneously (inset).

(B) Illustrations of example stimulus-reward outcomemappings for the two contexts, that is, for rewarding the actor (self) or both the actor and partner (both) (self/

both context) and for rewarding the partner (other) or the bottle (bottle) (other/bottle context), and the forced-choice trial counterparts.

(C) Trial sequence for free- and forced-choice trials of the social reward allocation task.

(D)Monkeys preferred choosing other over bottle (prosocial preference) and self over both (antisocial preference). Choice preferences are expressed as averaged

contrast ratios for the two contexts (self/both context and other/bottle context). Data points overlaid on top show the biases for all individual sessions for

each actor.

(E) Social gaze behaviors differentiated vicarious reward from experienced reward. Continuous probability of social gaze to the partner over time (mean ± SEM) for

different types of choices aligned to reward onset. Circles and squares on top indicate bin-by-bin significant looking differences between other and bottle and

between self and both, respectively (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank sum).
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decreased for actornorm reward (self-bottle) (Figures 2A and 2B).

This resulted in significant coherence differences between part-

nernorm and actornorm rewards in several time bins (Figure 2B). By

contrast, in forced-choice trials, the gamma ACCgspike-BLAfield
coherence showed a pronounced suppression immediately after

reward onset for both reward types (Figures 2C and 2D). More-

over, the coherence values could be directly used to linearly

decode actornorm and partnernorm rewards in free-choice trials
Neuron 111, 2513–2522, August 16, 2023 2515
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Figure 2. A selective increase of ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence in gamma frequency for vicarious reward but not experienced reward

(A) Differences in ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence between self and bottle (left) and between other and bottle (right) across time and frequency aligned to the time of

reward delivery in free-choice trials. Boxes in the spectrograms indicate the gamma frequency-time windows for analyzing actornorm and partnernorm rewards

(reward epoch, 50–350 ms from reward onset, gray shading) (n = 1,768 pairs).

(B) Time courses of the gamma band (35–51 Hz) ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence (mean ± SEM) for self-bottle (red) and other-bottle (blue) rewards in free-choice

trials.

(legend continued on next page)
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(significantly above null, p < 0.0001, Wilcoxon rank sum), but not

in forced-choice trials (p = 0.56) (Figure 2E), perhaps reflecting

the importance of processing partnernorm reward arising from so-

cial decisions. Moreover, the gamma ACCgspike-BLAfield coher-

ence for partnernorm and actornorm rewards was modulated by

the juice size at stake on each trial (Figure S2A). This specificity

of enhanced coherence for vicarious reward in free-choice trials

supports the notion that the observed coherence differences be-

tween the two reward types were not merely driven by differ-

ences in reward outcomes themselves.

Wenext examinedwhether cellswithhigher ‘‘taskspace’’ selec-

tivity, basedon theprincipal component analysis (PCA) of taskvar-

iables during the reward epoch (STAR Methods), would exhibit

stronger differences in the gamma ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence

between partnernorm and actornorm rewards. We classified single

cells into two categories (higher versus lower task space selec-

tivity; k-means using PC1) and found that the selective gamma

ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence for partnernorm rewardwaspredom-

inantly found in ACCg cells with higher task space selectivity (Fig-

ure 2F). This finding was not simply due to differences in the num-

ber of cells belonging to the higher (smaller n) versus lower (larger

n) taskspaceselectivity classes,aswestill observednocoherence

differences between the two reward conditions when we re-

sampled (100 times) the lower task space selective class tomatch

the number (p = 0.20, two-tailed t test). Finally, this specificity for

partnernorm reward was largely restricted to the gamma frequency

range over other frequencies (Figure S2C).

Finally, we examined a relationship between spikes in BLA

andLFP inACCg (BLAspike-ACCfield) for identical rewardoutcomes

in the same frequencies (Figure S3). Unlike the gammaACCgspike-

BLAfield coherence, the gamma BLAspike-ACCfield coherence

in free-choice trials showed a suppression for both partnernorm
and actornorm rewards with a greater suppression for partnernorm
reward, thereby showing an inversed pattern from ACCgspike-

BLAfield coherence (Figure S3A). In forced-choice trials, BLAspike-

ACCgfield coherence for partnernorm and actornorm rewards did

not largely differ (Figure S3B). Therefore, the gamma ACCgspike-

BLAfield coherence, but not the gamma BLAspike-ACCfield coher-

ence, exhibited enhanced coherence for vicarious reward.

Experienced, but not vicarious, reward enhances alpha/
beta band coherence between ACCg spikes and
BLA field
In contrast to the gamma coherence, ACCgspike-BLAfield coher-

ence in an alpha/beta frequency range (10–20 Hz) in free-choice

trials increased for actornorm reward (self-bottle), without clear
(C) Differences in ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence between self (forced) and bottle

choice trials (n = 1,768 pairs). Same format as (A).

(D) Time courses of the gamma ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence (mean ± SEM) for se

choice trials. In (B) and (D), circles at the top indicate unsmoothed raw time bins fo

test) and of each trace against zero (matching colors, p < 0.05, two-tailed t test)

(E) Decoding of partnernorm and actornorm rewards (linear discriminant analysis

coherence for free-choice (top) and forced-choice (bottom) trials. Asterisks indica

significant; Wilcoxon rank sum).

(F) (Top) Normalized distribution single-unit activity (SUA) task space selectivity

fication results for those with higher (green) or lower (orange) task space selectivi

(mean ± SEM) for self-bottle and other-bottle by ACCg cells with higher or lower

difference between the two traces for the reward epoch (gray shading, 50–350 m
modulation for partnernorm reward (other-bottle), resulting in sig-

nificant coherence differences between the two reward types in

several time bins (Figure 3A). By contrast, in forced-choice trials,

we again observed less clear separation between actornorm and

partnernorm rewards during the reward epoch, with no time-

locked responses to reward onset (Figure 3B). Unlike the gamma

band coherence, the alpha/beta ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence

exhibiting the actornorm reward bias could be used to decode

both free-choice and forced-choice trials (significantly above

null, both p < 0.0001, Wilcoxon rank sum) (Figure 3C). The

alpha/beta ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence was also modulated

by juice size (Figure S2B). This specificity of increased coher-

ence for experienced reward in free-choice trials again supports

the notion that the observed coherence differences between the

two reward types were not merely driven by differences in

reward outcomes themselves.

Intriguingly, in contrast to the gamma ACCgspike-BLAfield

coherence, ACCg cells with lower (as opposed to higher) task

space selectivity during the reward epoch were associated

with coherence differences in the alpha/beta band between the

two rewards (Figure 3D). This finding was not simply due to dif-

ferences in the number of cells belonging to the higher (smaller

n) versus lower (larger n) task space selectivity classes, aswe still

observed no coherence differences between the two reward

conditions when we resampled (100 times) the higher task space

selective class to match the number (p = 0.96, two-tailed t test).

Finally, we also examined BLAspike-ACCfield coherence in the

alpha/beta band (Figure S3). The alpha/beta BLAspike-ACCfield

coherence was overall suppressed with significantly more sup-

pression for partnernorm reward than for actornorm reward in

free-choice trials, but this difference was not observed in

forced-choice trials (Figures S3C and S3D). Therefore, the

alpha/beta ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence, but not the alpha/

beta BLAspike-ACCfield coherence, exhibited enhanced coher-

ence for experienced reward.

Social gaze does not drive coherence differences
between vicarious and experienced rewards
The actors had an opportunity to shift their gaze to look at the

partner monkey after making social decisions during the free-

viewing period (Figures 1E and S1C). We thus asked whether

the increase in the gamma ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence for

vicarious reward was simply explained by occasional events of

looking at the partner. However, aligning the same coherence

to the time of looking events did not result in any difference

among self, other, and bottle (F(2, 1,971) = 0.93, p = 0.44,
(forced) (left) and between other (forced) and bottle (forced) (right) in forced-

lf (forced)-bottle (forced) (red) and other (forced)-bottle (forced) (blue) in forced-

r significant differences between the two traces (dark gray, p < 0.05, two-tailed t

.

[LDA]) using the coherence values from the reward epoch for the gamma

te a significant difference between the real and null data (****p < 0.0001, n.s., not

of ACCg cells from PCA (PC1) (STAR Methods). Two colors represent classi-

ty (k-means). (Bottom) Differences in the gamma ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence

SUA task space selectivity. In (B), (D), and (F), asterisks indicate a significant

s; ****p < 0.0001, ***p < 0.0005; *p = 0.02, n.s., not significant; two-tailed t test).

Neuron 111, 2513–2522, August 16, 2023 2517
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Figure 3. A selective increase of ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence in alpha/beta frequency for actor’s experienced reward but not vicarious

reward

(A) Time courses of the alpha/beta band (10–20 Hz) ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence (mean ± SEM) for self-bottle (red) and other-bottle (blue) rewards in free-choice

trials (n = 1,768 pairs). Insets on top show the alpha/beta frequency-time windows from the same spectrograms in Figure 2A.

(B) Time courses of the alpha/beta ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence (mean ± SEM) for self (forced)-bottle (forced) (red) and other (forced)-bottle (forced) (blue) in

forced-choice trials (n = 1,768 pairs). Insets on top show the relevant frequency-time windows (from Figure 2C). In (A) and (B), circles at the top indicate un-

smoothed raw time bins for significant differences between the two traces (dark gray, p < 0.05, two-tailed t test) and of each trace against zero (matching colors,

p < 0.05, two-tailed t test).

(C) Decoding of actornorm and partnernorm rewards (LDA) using the coherence values from the reward epoch for the alpha/beta coherence for free-choice (top) and

forced-choice (bottom) trials. Asterisks indicate a significant difference between the real and null data (****p < 0.0001, Wilcoxon rank sum).

(D) (Top) Normalized distribution SUA task space selectivity of ACCg cells fromPCA (PC1). Two colors represent classification results for thosewith higher (green)

or lower (orange) task space selectivity (k-means). (Bottom) Differences in the alpha/beta ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence (mean ± SEM) for self-bottle and other-

bottle by ACCg cells with higher or lower SUA task space selectivity. In (A), (B), and (D), asterisks indicate a significant difference between the two traces for the

reward epoch (gray shading, 50–350 ms; *p < 0.05; n.s., not significant; two-tailed t test).
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Figure 4. Directionality biases for vicarious

and experienced rewards in the ACCg-BLA

pathway

(A and B) Granger directionality value for the gamma

(A) and alpha/beta frequency ranges (B) over time

aligned to the time of reward delivery for self

(orange), other (dark blue), and bottle (dark gray)

outcomes separately (line width: mean ± SEM). In

(A) and (B), the left and right panels show direc-

tionality values for ACCg/ BLA and BLA/ ACCg,

respectively. Rectangles on top indicate un-

smoothed raw time bins with significant differences

in the contrasted Granger directionality values be-

tween self and other (dark gray), self and bottle (or-

ange), and other and bottle (dark blue) (p < 0.05,

two-tailed t test).

(C and D) Average Granger values (mean ± SEM) of

the ACCg/BLA and BLA/ ACCg directions from

the reward epoch for the gamma (C) and alpha/beta

bands (D). Asterisks indicate a significant difference

between the two directions (***p < 0.001, n.s., not

significant, two-tailed t test).
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one-way ANOVA; Figures S4A and S4C) or between self-bottle

and other-bottle contrasts (p = 0.89, two-tailed t test), for a com-

parable 50–350ms epoch, supporting the notion that social gaze

behaviors were not underlying the coherence differences be-

tween vicarious and experienced rewards. Similarly, we asked

the same question for the alpha/beta ACCgspike-BLAfield coher-

ence. Again, aligning the same coherence to the time of looking

events did not result in any difference among self, other, and bot-

tle (F(2, 1,971) = 1.69, p = 0.18, one-way ANOVA; Figures S4B

and S4C). Although the contrast between self-bottle (�0.005 ±

0.002 [mean ± SEM]) and other-bottle (0.001 ± 0.002) in this fre-

quency range reached significance (p = 0.05, two-tailed t test),

these values (i.e., the negative value for self-bottle and the

smaller value for self-bottle compared with other-bottle) cannot

explain the reward epoch findings for the alpha/beta

ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence, which showed larger and

above-zero coherence for self-bottle than for other-bottle. These

results support that social gaze behaviors did not drive the

observed coherence differences.
Ne
Reward outcome is associated with
strong directionality from ACCg
to BLA
ACCg and BLA are densely connected bidi-

rectionally.41 Accumulating evidence sug-

gests that social interactions are associated

with a bias in directional influence among

interconnected regions.38,49–51 To examine

potential bias in the directional influence

of either ACCg or BLA for vicarious reward,

we performed a Granger directionality

analysis using continuous LFP signals in

the gamma and alpha/beta ranges (STAR

Methods). For both frequency ranges,other,

compared with self or bottle outcome,

was associated with greater directionality

overall from ACCg to BLA (ACCg / BLA)
(Figures 4A and 4B). Notably, ACCg/BLA directionality for other

was greater than the opposite directionality (BLA / ACCg) for

other for both frequency ranges (reward epoch: both p < 0.001,

two-tailed t test) (Figures 4C and 4D). However, it is important to

note that such directionality bias was not exclusively found for

other—for example, in the gamma band, both self and bottle

showed the ACCg / BLA bias during the reward epoch (both

p < 0.001), suggesting that reward-outcome-related information

consistently exhibited the ACCg/BLAbias. By applying the par-

tial directed coherence (PDC, STAR Methods), we largely repli-

cated the consistent ACCg / BLA directionality bias for self,

other, and bottle reward outcomes, albeit with some differences

in tested condition magnitudes and frequency band magnitudes

compared with the Granger results (Figures S4D and S4E).

DISCUSSION

A dominant theory of vicarious processing is that other’s out-

comes are represented in a similar manner to experienced
uron 111, 2513–2522, August 16, 2023 2519
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outcomes.16,17,19,27,32,35,52–54 Our results provide neuronal evi-

dence of interareal ACCg-BLA coordination for vicarious reward.

Importantly, within the very same ACCgspike-BLAfield pairs,

distinct frequency ranges were selectively engaged for vicarious

reward versus experienced reward. The ACCgspike-BLAfield

coherence in the gamma band was enhanced for vicarious

reward to differentiate it from experienced reward, whereas the

ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence in the alpha/beta band was

increased for experienced reward to differentiate it from vicar-

ious reward. These data, therefore, suggest that distinct fre-

quency channels within the same ACCg-BLA pathway are

used to dissociate vicarious and experienced rewards. Such dis-

sociations within the shared pathway may be useful for

‘‘tagging’’ social agency during reward-guided social interac-

tions. Overall, our finding supports the notion that there are fre-

quency modules within the same ACCg-BLA circuit that are

functionally segregated to process either vicarious reward

outcome or experienced reward outcome.

Continuously completing other/bottle trials in the absence of

any direct reinforcement is a central feature of the current

task.44,45 Crucially, distinct coordination patterns for vicarious

and experienced rewards were largely selective to trials in which

monkeys made preferred choices, suggesting that vicarious

reward from expressing social preferences may uniquely syn-

chronize the two neural populations. It also supports the impor-

tance of choosing to be generous in experiencing vicarious

reward.

In a previous work measuring dopamine release in the ventral

striatum of rats as they observed reward delivery to a conspe-

cific, ACC neurons signaled reward or shock delivered to the

conspecific.24Moreover, the rat ACC contains neurons that simi-

larly represent experienced and vicarious pain,32 supporting the

role of ACC in affective empathy.5 The current findings in mon-

keys extend and refine this knowledge. Specifically, we report

that the same ACCg-BLA pathway dissociates vicarious reward

from experienced reward through distinct coupling dynamics.

The ACCg-BLA pathway may thus implement shared yet also

dissociable information streams underlying vicarious and expe-

rienced rewards to guide social learning and decision-making

aswell as empathy, which requires both shared and separate un-

derstanding between self and others.55

We observed a clear directionality bias from ACCg to BLA dur-

ing the reward outcome period. Interestingly, this bias was pro-

nounced for all the reward outcomes examined (even for bottle

outcome), suggesting that this information directionality mode

is dominant for evaluating reward outcomes in the ACCg-BLA

pathway. This is consistent with findings in mice demonstrating

that BLA-projecting ACC population is necessary for observa-

tional fear learning31 and that synchronization between ACC

and BLA is related to observational fear learning.30 Our results

support the notion that ACCg-BLA interaction in the primate

brain is implicated in processing vicarious reward, extending

studies in rodents that have examined the role of ACC-BLA inter-

action in processing vicariously aversive outcomes.30,31

Accumulating evidence from whole-brain functional neuroi-

maging in humans andmacaques supports that several brain re-

gions, including ACCg and BLA, are consistently recruited for

multitudes of social cognitive operations.16,18,22,25,56–61 In the
2520 Neuron 111, 2513–2522, August 16, 2023
context of what is referred to as the ‘‘social brain,’’ our findings

propose an intriguing possibility that shared representations of

self and others in some of these social brain areas could be

dissociated into two streams of information by network-level in-

teractions. Such a shared yet dissociable mechanism may pro-

mote empathic accuracy by tagging social agency for reward

(vicarious or experienced) using frequency within the same neu-

ral pathway.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Animals and surgery
A total of four adult male rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) were involved in the study. Two adult male macaques (monkeys K and

H; ages, both 6-yr old; weights, 7 and 8 kg) functioned only as actors. Additionally, two adult female macaques (ages, 6 and 10-yr old;

weights, 9 and 10 kg) were involved only as partners in the social reward allocation task. All animals were unrelated and not cage-

mates. Actors were housed in a colony room with other males, but the two females resided in an adjacent colony room with other

females. Although males and females did not live in the same colony room, they had multiple social interactions through previous

experimental studies from the lab. While it is important to examine social relationship factors in the primate brain, our current study

focused on first determining neuronal bases of signaling vicarious and experienced reward outcomes in the prefrontal-amygdala

pathways in consistent pairings from the four animals used. With this foundational knowledge, future work can begin to examine
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the neuronal modulations by social relationship factors underlying vicarious and experienced rewards in these pathways. All four

monkeys were housed in pairs with other animals under a 12-hr light/dark cycle and had unrestricted food access and controlled

fluid access during experiments. All four monkeys first received a surgically implanted headpost (Grey Matter Research) for restrain-

ing their head for eye-tracking and electrophysiology. The second surgery implanted recording chambers (Rogue Research and

Crist) in actor monkeys to provide access to ACCg and BLA. All procedures were approved by the Yale Institutional Animal Care

and Use Committee and in compliance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

Anatomical localization
The location of the recording chambers was guided by both 3-Tesla structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI; Siemens) and

informed by stereotaxical coordinates of ACC and the amygdala. To directly map chamber-based coordinates of ACCg and BLA,

manganese (Mn)-enhanced MRI (MEMRI) scans were performed. For both ACCg and BLA, we focally infused 2 ml of 19.8 mg/ml of

MnCl2 in saline solution using custom-modified Hamilton syringes lowered to the same trajectory as the recording electrodes.

Following 3 hours of the Mn infusion, we performed a structural MRI scan and visualized a bright halo caused by the infused

Mn.66 All electrophysiological recordings were carried out simultaneously from both ACCg (Brodmann areas 24a, 24b, and 32)46

and BLA46 (Figure S1D). A different aspect of this dataset was used for a recently published study investigating the neuronal syn-

chrony underlying prosocial and antisocial decision-making.38

Social reward allocation task
An actor monkey and a partner monkey sat in primate chairs (Precision Engineering) with 100-cm distance between them at a 90�

angle (Figure 1A). An empty bottle was placed exactly on the opposite side of the partner and was positioned at a comparable height

to the face region of the partner monkey. A monitor, positioned directly in front of each monkey, displayed identical visual stimuli.

Eachmonkey received juice drops from its own juice tubes controlled by two separate solenoid valves.Moreover, one additional juice

tube controlled by its own dedicated solenoid valve delivered juice drops into the empty bottle. As in previous studies,27,29,35,38,44,45

all of these solenoid valves were placed in another room to prevent monkeys from forming secondary associations of solenoid clicks.

White noise was also played during experimental sessions in the experimental room. An infrared eye-tracking camera (EyeLink 1000,

SR Research) continuously recorded the horizontal and vertical eye positions at 1 kHz from actors who performed the task us-

ing gaze.

On each trial (Figure 1C), an actor began the trial by fixating on a central square for 150 ms using gaze. A vertical bar (magnitude

cue) whose height indicated the juice volume at stake for that trial appeared in the center, mapped onto small (0.2 ml), medium

(0.4 ml), and high (0.6 ml) juice sizes. The actor was continuously required to maintain fixation on the magnitude cue for 400 ms.

Following a variable delay (200, 400, or 600 ms), the trial pseudo-randomly progressed into either a free-choice (75%) or a

forced-choice (25%) trial. On a free-choice trial, two peripheral visual targets appeared at two random locations on opposite sides,

at which time the actor was required tomake a selection by shifting gaze to one of the targets within 2sec andmaintaining the fixation

for additional 150 ms to register the choice. On a forced-choice trial, one visual target appeared in the center, at which time the actor

was required to fixate on it for 150 ms. Any break in fixation resulted in an incomplete trial with no further progress into the trial. The

free-choice targets were always offered in two independent contexts (Self/Both andOther/Bottle), whichwere pseudo-randomly pre-

sented at equal frequency. Different visual target stimuli (mapped onto different reward outcomes) were used for different actors and

different partners (an example set in Figure 1B).

In the Self/Both context (50% of free-choice trials), the actor chose between delivering a juice reward to himself (Self) or both him-

self and the partner at the same time for the same amount (Both) (i.e., the actor was always rewarded). In the Other/Bottle context

(50% of free-choice trials), the actor chose between delivering a juice reward to the partner (Other) or to the juice collection bottle

(Bottle) (i.e., the actor was never rewarded) (Figure 1B). Therefore, any choice in each context was ‘reward-matched’ for the actor.

Following the choice, another variable delay ensued (200, 400, 600, or 800ms) before a juice reward corresponding to the choice and

the earlier magnitude cue was delivered. By contrast, on a forced-choice trial, the actor only saw a single target at the center of the

screen mapped onto the reward to be delivered to the actor, Self (Forced), the partner, Other (Forced), both, Both (Forced), or the

bottle, Bottle (Forced) (Figure 1B). One of the four central targets was pseudo-randomly presented with equal frequency. Again,

the actor had to remain fixated at this central target for 150 ms to complete the forced choice by the computer, with any break in

fixation leading to an incomplete trial and no further progression into the trial. Identically to a free-choice trial, a variable delay

(200, 400, 600, or 800 ms) ensued before a juice reward corresponding to the central target and the earlier magnitude cue was deliv-

ered to himself (Self (Forced)), the partner (Other (Forced)), both (Both (Forced)), and the bottle (Bottle (Forced)). For all trials, juice

delivery was followed by a 2.5-sec inter-trial interval (free-viewing period), during which the actor looked around freely without

any more task requirements. Only the data from completed trials were included in the analysis.

Electrophysiological recordings
Spiking activity and LFP recordings were performed using 16-channel axial array electrodes (U- or V-Probes, Plexon) or single tung-

sten electrodes (FHC Instruments) placed in each of the recording regions (i.e., two 16-channel arrays in both regions, or a 16-channel

axial array in one regionwith a single channel in the other region) using theOmniPlex data acquisition system (Plexon).We also placed

an additional independent subdural reference electrode as done previously.38 In each recording session, a guide tube penetrated the
e2 Neuron 111, 2513–2522.e1–e4, August 16, 2023
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intact dura and guided the electrodes. Electrodes were lowered using a motorized multi-electrode tower microdrive (NaN Instru-

ments) at a speed of 0.02mm/sec. Once the recording targets were reached, we waited 30min and began the data collection.

Method details
Behavioral choice analysis

To quantify social decision preferences, we constructed a choice preference index as contrast ratios27,35,38,44,45 (Equation 1).

Preference Index =
Ra � Rb

Ra+Rb

(Equation 1)

Ra and Rb were the frequency of chosen options. Ra and Rb were numbers of Both and Self choices orOther and Bottle choices in

the Self/Both context or theOther/Bottle context, respectively. Thus, an index of 1 corresponds to always choosing a prosocial (pos-

itive other-regarding) outcome, –1 corresponds to always choosing an antisocial (negative other-regarding) outcome, and 0 indicates

indifference. Choice reaction time, the time from the onset of two targets on free-choice trials to eyemovement onset, was computed

using a 20� sec�1 velocity criterion. The frequency of looking at either the partner or the bottle was computed using the average num-

ber of gaze shifts landing on the partner’s face, whichwas empirically mapped and fittedwith a rectangle window, or the bottle, which

wasmapped empirically with the same-dimensionedwindow as the face region, during the 2.5-sec inter-trial interval. To compare the

divergence times between Other and Bottle versus Self and Both for the continuous social gaze probability over time (2-ms resolu-

tion), we obtained times where the two mean traces differed by 4 SEM on each session and compared these distributions.

Spiking and local field potential (LFP) activity

We collected broadband analog signals which were amplified, band-pass filtered (250 Hz–8 kHz), and digitized (40 kHz) using the

PlexonOmniPlex system. All collected spike data underwent waveform verifications offline and automatically sorted using theMoun-

tainSort.65 LFP data were analyzed using the Chronux signal processing toolbox67 and custom MATLAB scripts (The MathWorks).

Continuous LFP voltages from each electrode in each area were segmented into 1-sec periods centered on the onset of reward de-

livery at a sample rate of 1 kHz. Raw voltage signals were then band-passed filtered from 2.5 Hz to 250 Hz. We chose a zero-phase

filter to avoid introducing phase-distortions to the signals. Signals were normalized by subtracting a reference voltage trace recorded

from an independent subdural reference electrode in order to eliminate common noise from each electrode, as done previously38

(also see Bastos and Schoffelen68). Crucially, it is also important to ensure that observed coherence was not confounded by the

mouth movements of the actors on different reward outcome conditions. Because we were able to observe and verify localized

mouth movement artifacts in LFP traces of the delta (1–4 Hz) and theta (4–8 Hz) frequency ranges (Figure S1E), we took a conser-

vative approach and focused our data analyses on the frequency range above 10 Hz. Moreover, observed specificities in coherence

patterns for free-choice trials compared to forced-choice trials support that potentially confounding factors associated with different

reward outcomes per se were not likely to explain the results. For epoch-based analyses, we operationally defined the reward epoch

to be 50–350 ms from reward onset for both free-choice and forced-choice trials.

Spike-field coherence between ACCg and BLA pairs

To quantify spike-field coherence, we designated one node in the ACCg-BLA pair as the spike contributor and the other node as the

field contributor, and examined the phase differences between spike and LFP signals.38,48,68 As such, spike-field coherence was

computed from two pairings, ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence (pairing ACCg cells and BLA LFP sites) and BLAspike-ACCgfield coherence

(pairing BLA cells and ACCg LFP sites). Spikes and LFP signals were binned using sliding windows of 150 ms in steps of 50 ms for a

1-sec interval centered on reward onset for all trial types. We then computed Fourier estimates by a multi-taper transformation

applied to single trial data, in which we selected a time half-bandwidth product of 2, and multiplied the raw signals by 3 Slepian

(orthogonal) tapers,69 yielding a frequency resolution of �3.096 Hz with a 1 kHz sampling rate. We then additionally restricted the

density estimates to the 10–60 Hz interval. The spectrum density of point process (spikes) was transformed by applying fast Fourier

transform on the discrete data. Coherence was calculated between two spectrum densities of continuous process (LFP) and point

process (spikes) by computing the cross-spectral density of the two processes (x and y; Pxy) with respect to frequency (f), which was

normalized by the product of the power spectral densities of each process (Pxx and Pyy) as a function of frequency (Equation 2).

Coherence =

�
�PxyðfÞ

�
�2

PxxðfÞPyyðfÞ (Equation 2)

Raw coherence values therefore ranged from 0 to 1, where a perfectly constant phase relationship between ACCg cells or sites and

BLA sites or cells, respectively, would be indicated by a coherence value of 1 while an absence of any phase relationship would be

indicated by a value of 0. We contrasted coherence values between different conditions and obtained averages across pairs of cells

and LFP sites. For actornorm reward, coherence for Self andBottlewas first normalized by themean of Self andBottle (i.e., normalized

bySelf andBottle), and then the contrast was generated. For partnernorm reward, coherence forOther andBottlewas first normalized

by the mean of Other and Bottle (i.e., normalized by Other and Bottle), and then the contrast was generated. To examine the coher-

ence levels separately for different reward magnitudes, we grouped trials into those with low, medium, and high juice sizes and

repeated the same procedure.
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For selecting coherence frequency ranges, we evaluated the specificity of time-frequency windows by considering the distribution

of effects across frequencies and time. Specifically, we computed p-values of the test for Self-Bottle > Other–Bottle or Other–

Bottle > Self-Bottle using time-frequency windows the same size as for the reported frequency ranges. For the alpha-beta frequency

ranges, we did not observe any significant windows containing frequencies below 30 Hz except those adjacent to our reported time-

frequency window (10–20 Hz, 50–250 ms from reward onset) or those substantially later (> 500ms post reward) or earlier (pre reward

before time zero). For the gamma frequency ranges, other than the one we have chosen (35–51 Hz, 50–350 ms from reward onset),

the only other differences were observed in higher frequencies but only long after the reward (> 450 ms). As our goal was to examine

reward outcome processing, we considered these earlier and much later time periods more difficult to interpret because they reflect

potentially confounding processes such as reward anticipation and post-reward outcome processes leading up to the next trial.

To obtain single-unit activity (SUA) ‘task space’ selectivity, we first computed trial-by-trial peri-stimulus time histograms aligned to

the onset of reward on each trial, separately for each cell, in sliding windows of 150 ms stepped by 50 ms. We averaged firing rates

over the reward epoch (50–350 ms relative to reward onset) and then calculated a series of coding metrics from subsets of the dis-

tribution of mean firing rates over trials, separately for each cell. The codingmetrics comprised explained variance from two separate

one-way ANOVAs as well as a depth of selectivity measure, such that each cell could be represented as a 3-dimensional vector. The

first ANOVA considered activity on all trials as a factor of trial type (free-choice versus forced-choice trials), and the second ANOVA

considered all trials as a factor of reward magnitude (low versus medium versus high). Thirdly, a measure of the depth of selectivity

(DOS; Equation 3) was applied for outcomes (Self, Other, Both, Bottle), where n is the number of outcomes and Fr is the mean firing

rate of each outcome.70,71 This produced, for total cells, a [cell count x 3] dimensional matrix on which we then performed PCA. We

finally classified cell clusters from the PCA space matrix using k-means clustering with k = 2.

DOS =

n �
P ðFrÞ
maxðFrÞ

n � 1
(Equation 3)

Directionality of information flow (Granger causality and partial directed coherence)

To estimate the directionality of information between ACCg and BLA, we used two independent analyses to obtain converging re-

sults. First, we computed Granger causality using continuous LFP signals for Self,Other, and Bottle using the MVGC toolbox.72 Sec-

ond, we computed spectral partial directed coherence (PDC) between the same LFP signals using the asympPDC toolbox.73,74 LFP

signals were preprocessed in the sameway for both analyses. Specifically, we first normalized rawACCg andBLA signals sampled at

1 kHz by subtracting a reference voltage trace recorded simultaneously from an electrode placed in the dura, then filtered the raw

signals with a zero-phase bandpass filter at 2.5 and 250 Hz.

We computed Granger causality, a spectral measure with values from 1–500 Hz stepped by 1 Hz, between pairs of simultaneously

recorded ACCg and BLA sites. We computed Granger causality in sliding windows of 150 ms stepped by 50 ms aligned to reward

onset, and separately for each set of trial conditions (i.e., separately for trial types and choice outcomes).We used a fixedmodel order

of 32 and the default ‘LWR’ information criteria regression mode and computed site-by-site Granger values for Self,Other, andBottle

in the 10–20 Hz and 35–51 Hz frequency ranges. We computed PDC between the same sites and condition-subsets as for Granger

causality, and again in sliding windows of 150 ms stepped by 50 ms aligned to reward-onset. The model order of the MVAR model

was fixed at 30; this value was estimated to minimize AIC using a subset of N = 16 site-pairs. We computed spectral PDC in 128

frequency bins from 0–500 Hz — i.e., up to the Nyquist limit — then averaged separately over 10–20 Hz and 35–51 Hz frequency

ranges.
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Supplemental Information 
 
Supplemental Figure 1 
 

 
 
Figure S1. Additional behaviors, electrophysiological recording locations, and detection of LFP artifacts 
associated with mouth movements in the delta and theta frequency bands, related to Figure 1 and the STAR 
Methods. A. Average proportions of completed free-choice trials in the Other/Bottle and Self/Both contexts and 
completed forced-choice trials. Data points show individual sessions. Actors completed 99% of Self/Both trials and 
87% of Other/Bottle trials. B. Choice saccade reaction times (mean ± s.e.m.) for choosing Self, Both, Other, or 
Bottle. Reaction times differed as a function of choice (F(3, 215) = 59, p < 0.0001, on-way ANOVA), driven by the 
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differences in reaction times for receiving rewards (Self or Both) compared to forgoing rewards (Other or Bottle) (p 
< 0.0001, Wilcoxon rank sum; Self versus Both, Other versus Bottle, both p > 0.75; Self or Both versus Other or 
Bottle, all p < 0.001, Tukey test). C. Social gaze patterns reflected decisions to deliver juice rewards to the partner 
or the bottle as a function of different choices. Shown are the mean (± s.e.m.) proportions of gaze to the partner or 
to the bottle during the free viewing period for each reward outcome. Gaze patterns differed as a function of choice 
(F(3, 455) = 2.86, p = 0.04, two-way ANOVA) and gaze goal (the partner or the bottle; F(1, 455) = 10.66, p < 0.005, 
two-way ANOVA), with a strong interaction between choice and gaze goal (F(3, 455) = 8.75, p < 0.0001, two-way 
ANOVA). D. Recording locations of ACCg and BLA from monkey H (red points) and monkey K (orange points) 
projected onto the standard stereotaxic coordinates of the rhesus macaque brain atlas (with the Brodmann 
assignments of ACC according to the Paxinos atlas)46. Shown are six representative coronal slices were (2-mm 
interaural spacing for ACCg and 1-mm interaural spacing for BLA) in the anterior-to-posterior dimension (top left 
cartoon). Selected landmarks: cingulate sulcus (cgs), principle sulcus (ps), medial orbitofrontal sulcus (mos), lateral 
orbitofrontal sulcus (los), superior temporal sulcus (sts), and rhinal sulcus (rs). E. (Top) Frequency over time plots 
from one independent session where signals were recorded from an additional electrode positioned on the cheek of 
a monkey for detecting mouth movements. Spontaneous mouth movements resulted in large increases in the lower 
frequency power in the delta and theta frequency ranges. (Bottom) Frequency over time plots obtained from the 
same example session from an ACCg electrode. Most of the mouth movements introduced LFP artifacts in the delta 
and theta frequency ranges. 
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Supplemental Figure 2 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure S2. Effects of juice size on the ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence in the gamma and alpha/beta frequency 
ranges, and difference in ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence across frequency for the higher and lower task space 
selectivity cells, related to Figures 2 and 3. A. The gamma ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence for partnernorm and 
actornorm rewards on free-choice trials was modulated by juice size at stake. Shown are the gamma coherence for 
actornorm and partnernorm rewards (mean ± s.e.m.) separately for three juice sizes. B. The alpha/beta ACCgspike-
BLAfield coherence was modulated by juice size on free-choice trials. Shown are the alpha/beta coherence for 
actornorm and partnernorm rewards (mean ± s.e.m.) separately for the three juice sizes. In A–B, asterisks indicate 
significant differences between adjacent data points (****, p < 0.0001, ***, p < 0.001, **, p < 0.005, n.s., not 
significant; Wilcoxon rank sum). C. Shown are the differences in coherence (Self–Bottle in red and Other–Bottle in 
blue; mean ± s.e.m.) from the higher task space selectivity cells (left) and lower task space selectivity cells (right) 
over frequency. In general, there were more coherence modulations for the higher task space selectivity cells than 
the lower task space selectivity cells. Notably, however, for the spike-field coherence from the cells with higher 
task space selectivity, the same gamma frequency range that exhibited the coherence bias for partnernorm reward also 
had the most robust differences in coherence between the two reward types compared to other frequencies. The 
grey windows show the two frequency ranges for reference. 
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Supplemental Figure 3 
 

 
 
 
Figure S3. Spike-field coherence between spiking activity in BLA and LFP in ACCg (BLAspike-ACCgfield), 
related to Figures 2 and 3. A. Time courses of the gamma BLAspike-ACCgfield coherence (mean ± s.e.m.) for Self–
Bottle (red) and Other–Bottle (blue) on free-choice trials (n = 842 pairs). B. Time courses of the gamma BLAspike-
ACCgfield coherence (mean ± s.e.m.) for Self (Forced)–Bottle (Forced) (red) and Other (Forced)–Bottle (Forced) 
(blue) on forced-choice trials. C. Time courses of the alpha/beta BLAspike-ACCgfield coherence for Self–Bottle (red) 
and Other–Bottle (blue) on free-choice trials (n = 842 pairs). D. Time courses of the alpha/beta BLAspike-ACCgfield 
coherence for Self (Forced)–Bottle (Forced) (red) and Other (Forced)–Bottle (Forced) (blue) on forced-choice trials. 
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In A–D, circles at the top indicate unsmoothed raw time bins for the significant difference between the two traces 
(dark grey, p < 0.05, two-tailed t-test) as well as of each trace against zero (matching colors, p < 0.05). The shaded 
grey periods indicate the reward epoch. In all panels, asterisks indicate a significant difference between the two 
traces for the reward epoch (gray shading; 50–350 ms; ****, p < 0.0001, *, p = 0.05, n.s., not significant; two-tailed 
t-test). Top panels show the time-frequency spectrograms for all the conditions examined. Boxes (solid for free-
choice trials and dashed for forced-choice trials) represent the frequency-time windows for the gamma and 
alpha/beta bands during the reward epoch. E. Direct magnitude comparisons between ACCgspike-BLAfield and 
BLAspike-ACCgfield coherence differences (mean ± s.e.m.) for Self–Bottle and Other–Bottle on free-choice trials for 
the gamma and alpha/beta bands. F. Direct magnitude comparisons between ACCgspike-BLAfield and BLAspike-
ACCgfield coherence differences (mean ± s.e.m.) for Self (Forced)–Bottle (Forced)and Other (Forced)–Bottle 
(Forced) on forced-choice trials for the gamma and alpha/beta bands. In E–F, asterisks show significant differences 
between the two bars (****, p < 0.0001, #, p = 0.06, two-sample t-test).    
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Supplemental Figure 4 
 

 
 

 
Figure S4. Social gaze effects on coherence for reward outcomes, and directionality biases for vicarious and 
experienced rewards in the ACCg-BLA pathway based on an alternative directionality measure, related to 
Figures 2, 3, and 4. A–B. ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence for actornorm and partnernorm rewards aligned to the onset 
time of looking events for the gamma (A) and the alpha/beta (B) bands on trials associated with Self (orange), Other 
(dark blue), and Bottle (dark grey) choices (mean ± s.e.m.). The grey window indicates a comparable 50–350 ms 
window as the reward epoch (as used for aligning to reward onset). n.s., not significant, one-way ANOVA using 
Self, Other, and Bottle. C. ACCgspike-BLAfield coherence values (mean ± s.e.m.) for social gaze events (coherence 
aligned to the time of social gaze; 50–350 ms) across the frequencies examined. The black circle indicates a 
significant frequency bin with the main effect of reward outcome (non-overlapping bins frequency bins; p < 0.05, 
one-way ANOVA). The grey windows show the two frequency ranges for reference. D–E. Directionality results 
using the partial directed coherence (PDC). Average PDC values (mean ± s.e.m.) of ACCgàBLA and BLAàACCg 
directions from the reward epoch are shown for the gamma (D) and alpha/beta bands (E). Same format as Fig. 4C–D 
using the Granger directionality analysis. Asterisks indicate a significant difference between the two directions (****, p 
< 0.0001, n.s., not significant, two-tailed t-test). 
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